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1 Intro 
2 Desahogo 
3 Se escaman 
4 Lo grande que es perdonar 
5 No es cuestion de estar pegao 
6 Te me puedo escapar 
7 Tu corazon ya no aguanta pela 
8 Vamonos po' encima 
9 Companera 
10 Esta es la esquina 
11 Mami 
12 Echale
  

 

  

Vico C is an amazing rapper. I disagree with the people who say that he is a reggeaton singer
because rap has always been his ambition. He is Puerto Rican and grew up in Brooklyn,NY. His
inspiration was D.M.C. The reason he talks a lot about God and the reason that his lyrics and
music are different from many other rappers is because he suffered a severe car accident that
left him almost dead. After surviving, he has tried his best to keep his music in focus with God. I
think that this is one of the main reasons of why he has been a big hit not only in Puerto Rico
but also worldwide. His music is clean and brings a positive message to young and old and it
doesn't talk about sex, which is the main subject of reggeaton. In fact, the song "Se Escaman"
says "Esto es pa'que vean que no todo lo que vende es sexo", which translates to "This is to let
y'all know that not only sex is sold". This new CD, Desahogo, talks a lot about society issues
and how we as humans, who will never be perfect, can keep ourselves clean from things that
aren't worth getting in to (drugs,violence[gangs],alcohol,ect.)If your really like good lyrics and
clean messages with hip-hop, reggeaton, and caribbean beats, then you WILL like this CD.
---Elaine Gomez, amazon.com
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